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INTRODUCTION

As one drives along the highways traversing Wyoming's extensive
semiarid rangelands, one frequently notices a striking difference between
the vegetation growing along the highway and that 'growing outside of
the fenced rights-of-way. This contrast is caused by differential
grazing and/or runoff from high\>iay surfaces being utilized for improved
plant growth. Perhaps these resources (land and water) could be better
utilized by harvesting water from the highways and conveying it to
storage or diverting it to adjacent lands. This runoff could be used
for livestock water, supplemental irrigation for increased forage
production, or for enhancing shrubs and vegetation for beautification or
recreational purposes, wildiife habitat, or for a combination of these
and other uses.

EVALUATION OF WATER HARVESTING OPPORTUNITY

Preliminary Evaluation

A preliminary evaluation of the potential for tvater harvesting
from highways was made for the North Platte IBasin in southeastern Wyoming.
If we assume 95 percent runoff from highways during the ± months, May
to August, a mean water supply of approximately 3.100 acre-ft would be
available froin 5,800 acres of paved two- and four-lane highways.
Although this Quantity is only 0.2 percent of the water diverted for
irrigation in the basin, its efficiency of use may be considerably higher
than much of the water currently diverted for irrigation purposes.
Additional water for livestock or for hay production could mean a great
deal to ranches on upland watersheds where water is presently not
available or is very expensive to obtain.

Analytic Methods

•£' For a more realistic appraisal of water supply from pavement, we
must^consider precipitation as a stochastic process. A general stochastic
model of daily precipitation, which has many attractive features for
studies of this sort, has been presented by Todorovic and Woolhiser (4).
They also considered a special case of the general model in which the
occurrence of rainfall is specified by a Markov Chain and the distri
bution function of daily rainfall is negative-exponential. The temporal
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and spatial variation of the paran-v •:err; war. connidorci by Woolhiser,
Rovey, and Todorovic (6). This model was called the Markov Chain-
Exponential (MCE) model. The distribution function of the total rain
fall in n days is

FnU) ={(1 - qQ) - RdJ (1 - c^)"-1

+I « ♦iCv.n) +(1-R) .4, (v,n) -p^y / uv-l e"xudu (1)
v«l *•' vv' o

where q0 is the probability of a dry day being folLowed by a wet day; x
is the total depth of rainfall in n days; R is the probability that tho
day before the period begins is wet; <i = q, - qQ where q. is*" tho
probability of a wet day being followed by"a wet day; p (v,n) is the
probability thatvwet days occur in.an n-day period pivon the day before
the n day period is wet; $0(v,n)is the probability .of v'wet days in n days'
given the day before the n-day period is dry; Vjis the parameter in the^
negative exponential distribution for daily rainfall; rdenotes the gamma
function; and u is a dummy variable. The analytic expressions for $ (v,n)
and ^(v.n) are presented in Todorovic and Woolhiser (4). °

Although equation 1 is complicated, it can be evaluated readily
with a digital computer. Because it is based on a logical probablis'tic
model of daily rainfall occurrences, other distribution functions can
be derived that depend on the same parameters. If we assume that T
inches of rain will be retained on a highway surface on each rainy day
and that the remainder will run off, it can be shown that the dictri-'
bution function for the total runoff in an n-day period will be the name
as equation 1 except that the parameters, qn, q' , and l< will be replaced
by qQ'p q^rp and \i^ where u x

q.0T - e~A%(1 - qi> +vud - ° "x?>i (2)
[1 - qx + qQ (1 - e-AT),

-AT
G IT = ql°

RT =R e"AT
(3)

CO

h. Distribution function's of 14-day rainfall and 14-dav runoff with a
threshold T » 0.05 inch are shown in figure 1 for two periods at Gillette
Wyo.- These distributions given an indication of the variability of the *
water supply. For example, the runoff from a paved surface would be ^ess
than 0.5 inch in approximately one year out of five during the 2-week~
period beginning May 24, and would be zero in approxir.ar.eiy one year out
of five during the 2-week period beginning July 19. The above rainfall
model can also be utilized very effectively in simulation studies for
storage desigfi r(2) .

Simulation Techniques

Runoff from highways could be utilized in two ways, as supplemental
irrigation water: (1) flood irrigation of the embankment form highway
runoff, and (2) conveyance of highway runoff to leveled areas.
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FIGURE 1.—Distribution functions of 14-day rainfall with inO without a
threshold.

Case 1

The first case can be investigated by using r.re~er.t Ly ivaliable
hvdrologic models. A typical interstate highway section i:: rhov;n in
fieure 2a. Overland flow'from the highway and a vegetated embankment was
modeled by the kinematic cascade (f>) and infiltration on thr- er.bar.kT.er.t
by a method presented by Smith Q). Infiltration parameters were esti
mated for two soils, Maysdorf fine sandy loa:r> ir.i Ronohill clny lonr.,
using infiltrometer data obtained by Kau-i (unpublished -\t::\j.

The amounts of water infiltrated at poi:i*\- \% ?, anrl 7- on th«*
embankment for two different rainfall input:- iro -:;own i:: :"• r.'-rr-.:: T:*
and 2c. If all of the water had been infiltrated on the enuvxr.l-rinen;: and
all had run off the highway and shoulderr, 0.r;n :nc:
trated for the Q. in/'h r-ite ind mcnet*
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t:ie 1 in/n rate. It

can be seen from the figure that some wator v.n, off the <*-.'• n:;kmer.t for
both r.tormr. for both .-.oil type:*.. However, approximte'Lv '.''• :-ame
amounts infiltrated into both soils for the 0.')3 in/h rite while the
Maysddtf soil absorbed significantly morn water from the higher intensity
storm.*- This example shows that water running off highway:; will add very
little to the soil water in embankments when the rainfall intensity is
great enough to cause runoff from the embankment. Therefore, more water
will be infiltrated into the embankment of the sandy loam than the clay
loam soil. Simulations such as these, using natural rainfall intensity
patterns, could be used to evaluate the effectiveness of hirhway runoff
as a source of additional water for growing vegetation on embankments.

Case 2

Consider the definition sketch of figure $. A highway surface area
A, , contributes runoff to area A-, which alr.o receives natural rainfall,

*,. The amount of water, z, per unit of area received by A? is
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FIGURE 3.—Definition sketch of water harvesting system,
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xx if x, < T

(5)

z = >:x + r(x1 - T) if x, > T
where r - A,/, and is the runoff threshold.

The distribution function of total water applied to area Ap is

F(z) = 1 - e
-Az

z< T
(6)

F(z) + 1 = e
Y(z+rT)

-U+1)

Although this function could be used to develop
ssion similar to equation 1 for the total input
s, the expression would be extremely cumbersome.
n techniques were used to obtain sample function
nt and distribution functions of the relative so
natural rainfall conditions with two contribute
and r = 2. The runoff threshold chocen was T «
4 and 5.) The maximum effective water holding
feet of the Maysdorf fine sandy loam was assume
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FIGURE c..—Simulated soil water content of top 2 feet of noil, Gillette
Wyo., April-July yl.

An examination of figures 4 and ? shows tint water eor.trihutod from the
highway does not prevent-the soil water consent: in the tor 2 feet from
reaching the wilting point; however, it does reduce the amount of time
the soil water content is at the wilting point. T:r.ien;; storage facili
ties are provided, it appears that then" is a 1 •.:.-.It r-->Low which the
probability of wilting cannot be reduced by L:y:re*i::ing »he size of the
contributing area. This limit exists because of vh" finite canacif*
for storage of water in the top 2 feet of t-oil. One;- this zone ha:/
reached field capacity, any additional water aided will go to de^n
percolation. This probability is a function of the water holding
capacity of the soil, the ovanotranspi rat: on *•-; ' " ""
and the area ratio, r. It might be a useful L;
of a crop or species to the modified soil-wicet:
of these water reriw.ns on plant growth roquv :v
plant growth ::.odei would also be useful iri evaluati
water harvesting from highways for crop growth.
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FORAGE YIELD OBSERVATIONS ALOMG HIGHWAY.";

' Forage yield observations along the righ
Highway 00, west of Gillette, in northeastern
stantially greater production than wan observe
rangolands. These differences in herbage rrod
effects that the highway runoff water has on t
of-way. The rangelands contiguous to the high
precipitation amounting to 10 to 14 in/yr, of
percent occhrs as snow in the winter months,
and yellow blossom sweet clover are the pro.ioni
medians and borrow areas, having been seeded i
cations of the Wyominr: Highway Department.

Considerable acreages are involved in th
The pavement of Interstate Highway 90 occupies
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medians comprise 5 to 4 acres, wid? r-nans •• -out 1 • -i. • .., -••.--•'•••••
areas make un th- larrest acreage, avertrur from ..: •:•• ;1 acre. >/::.., ^
d^n'Midinr uron the width of medians ai:i rvr:; •:-oi-wa.y. ,ne n,;o:- soi.
tvne in this area is Kenohill -lay loam. .<uri::r tne v-:.:.structi.c:^o, -.n-.-
i'rVorstate highwav, soil from various deptns wa.-.: ::!::•:- i -tuu cor.pac ..e..;
hence, the soil of the disturbed area bears litr.io :----^..ancp ,o tne
rangeland^soii^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^ q ^^ of ^
medians and ""borrow areas of Interstate <;•-> woss oi Gi.xette were narv-s.ea.

^w„„... ranget. , ,
Thus, harvest under these conditions could be as*hrgn
quality hay per mile.

DISCUoSIOi:

Exploratory studies of the water harvesting potentialities of
sections of interstate highways in Wyoming have been initiated to
determine the amounts of water available for harvest an-! the value of
the water for livestock or for producing herbage on median strips and
along the borrow areas of rights-of-way. Although a limited number of
stock water ponds along interstate highways are fed by runotf from the
pavements and many ranchers harvest the herbage from tne borrow areas
alonr highways near their operations, much of the water resource is
wasted. Too often, runoff from highways is consumed by grasses and
weeds that are difficult to harvest, percolates beyond the roach of
vegetation in borrow pits, or collects in depressions an ^evaporates
leaving unsightly and vegetation-damaging accumulations oi sa^t along
the rights-of-way. .

A preliminary evaluation of the potential for v.-a^r narvesting
from highwavs in the Worth Platte Basin in southeastern ;;yo:::irg uvucuo'i
a mean water supply during the 4 su:—r :...-: s: o' only ;.,i'-' acre-.t
from S,SOO acres of paved two- and four-line nirhways. ,-.- none s l:}-\,
quantitv is only 0.2 percent of the wat-r :-v-rtel for -mgasioi^ in ,r.c-
basin, and as such could not have a prcf-.n: --ffce- on vne region s ^
economy, the additional water for lives-.::-;-: r:- as a r-:i:a:-.o sour.:'; :or
hav production, could stabilise the ranching or-rat:, ens on u; Uu.J water
sheds where water is not now available cr is too expersw* to obram.

-. 'fv,p variability of water supply from pavements was demonstrated
us&g a stochastic model based on daily summer percipitation near
G^l-iette. This appraisal showed runoff from paved r,\irrac.ez to be less
than 0.5 inch in one year out of five for the /-wee.-: period beginning
nav 24 and zero in one year out of five for the ^-wee> period beginning
Ju"»y 1°-. Storage facilities would necessarily have to be provided ii
runoff'from highwavs is to be utilized for livestock water. Stochastic
rainfall models can be used in simulation studies to determine the amount
of storage required to utilize highway runoff for livestock water
supplies. They can also be used in conjunction with infiltration and
surface runoff models to give a preliminary evaluation of the effective
ness of highway runoff as a source of additional water for plant growth
on highway embankments or on leveled areas. Although some additional
field data will be required to see if the parameters used in the
simulations are reasonable, the simulation results are nelpful in plan
ning field research and will add to the value of short-term field data.

Various mixtures of native and introduced grasses with a legume
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have been seeded in the median and borrow areas alens: highways. In the
Northern Great Plains, Uordan crested wheatgracs is used extensively.'
When crested wheatgrass is used in a mixture, it soon becomes dominant
because of its aggressiveness and early growth. Yellow blossom sweet
clover, a biannual, is often seeded because of its adaptability toa
variety of sites. Although the Wyoming Highway Department doe's not
recommend alfalfa in the seeding mixtures, it occurs widely along high
way rights-of-way, undoubtedly as a'result of foreign seed^being^
scattered from vehicles. Cn.ce established, the alfalfa persists. In
Wyoming, a thick layer of topsoil is usually spread over the raw soil
before seeding. Surfaces are generally mulched with straw at 2 tons/acre
and fertilized with 40 lb cf N per acre.

As reported in the previous section, forage production along high
ways is highly variable and much of the growth produced is not, or cannot
be, harvested for hay. On the more productive areas, us much an 1? tons
of quality hay per mile of highway are being harvested. With proper
fertilization, land leveling and shaping, bettor adapted nlant species
and improved management, together with more effective use'of the"water'
harvested from paved surfaces, yields of herbage probably could be
increased substantially. However, additional research d'ana are needed
to determine the magnitude of potential increases in herbage production.

In semiarid climates, like those prevailing on most of V/yominr's
extensive rangelandc, the land required for highway rights-of-wav has
.only limited value in itself. Its greatest value can bo the water that
falls on it year after year. The precipitation that falls on the high
way rights-of-way might be harvested and conveyed to adjacent lands for
beneficial uses. These uses may include supplying water for livestock,
irrigating forages, producing shrubs and vegetation for recreational"'
purposes, growing habitats for wildlife, providing vegetation for
beautification, or a combination of these or other uses.
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